GPP MINOR DIRECTED ELECTIVE 1: GLOBAL & AREA STUDIES
Fall 2017 Approved Course List

The intent of this directed elective is to train students in the geographical context in which poverty and poverty action must be understood. Known as ‘Area Studies,’ such a framework encourages students to select a world-region/country in which they may wish to gain deep knowledge. An Area Studies elective must have a geographical connection to the location of a students’ practice experience. For students more interested in transnational and global processes, the ‘Global Studies’ category provides an analysis of global assemblages, flows, and disjunctures.

Students may petition to count a course which is not on the approved list as their elective by submitting a Course Substitution Form to the GPP Advising Office.

Global Studies

Ethnic Studies 173AC/ Native American Studies 173AC: Indigenous Peoples in Global Inequality (4)
Peace and Conflict Studies 126: International Human Rights (4)
Political Economy 101: Contemporary Theories of Political Economy (4)
Political Science C139/ City Planning C139: Urban and Sub-national Politics in Developing Countries (4)
Sociology 127: Development and Globalization (4)

Africa

African American Studies 115: Language and Social Issues in Africa (3)
Geography 170: Conflict and Violence in Africa (3)
History 112B: Africa: Modern South Africa (4)

East/Southeast Asia

Asian Studies 150: Immigration and Multiculturalism in Asia (4)
East Asian Languages 110: Bio-Ethical Issues in East Asian Thought (4)
Economics 162: The Chinese Economy (3)
Global Studies 150Q.1/ Asian American Studies 150: Immigration and Multiculturalism in Asia (4)
Global Studies 150Q.2: The Commodification of Love and Women’s Labor in Globalizing Asia (4)
History 111C: Political and Cultural History of Vietnam (4)
History 116D: China: Twentieth-Century China (4)
History 116G: Imperial China and the World (4)
Political Science 143A: Northeastern Asian Politics (4)
Political Science 149E: The Politics of Southeast Asia (4)
Sociology 173: Contemporary Chinese Society (4)
Sociology 179: East Asia in the Age of Globalization (4)
South and Southeast Asian Studies 120: Islam, Gender and the State in Southeast Asia (4)

Europe

French 103A: The Refugee "Crisis": Itineraries and Narratives (4)
German 160A: Politics and Culture in 20th-Century Germany: A Century of Extremes (4)
History 158C: Modern Europe: Old and New Europe, 1914-Present (4)

Updated 04/21/2017
History 159B: European Economic History (4)
History 167C: Modern Germany: Germany 1914 to the Present (4)
History 173C: History of Eastern Europe from 1900 to Present (4)
Slavic Languages and Literature 100: Seminar: Russian, East European, and Eurasian Cultures (4)
Slavic Languages and Literatures 131: Literature, Art, and Society in 20th-Century Russia (4)
Sociology 180I: Comparative Perspectives on U.S. and European Societies: Inequality (4)

**Latin America & the Caribbean**

Chicano Studies 161: Central American Peoples and Cultures (4)
Education 186AC/ Ethnic Studies 159AC/ Geography 159AC: The Southern Border (4)
History 100E: Cuba in World History (4)
History 143: Brazil (4)
Latin American Studies 150/ Global Studies 123L: Perspectives for Sustainable Rural Development in Latin America (4)
Sociology 145L: Social Change in Latin America (4)

**Middle East/ North Africa**

Anthropology 181: Themes in Anthropology of the Middle East and Islam (4)
Gender and Women's Studies 142: Women in the Muslim and Arab Worlds (4)
Global Studies 154M: Global Middle East (4)
History 109B: The Middle East (4)
History 177A: Armenia: Armenia from Ethnogenesis to the Dark Ages (4)
International and Areas Studies 150.6/ Middle Eastern Studies 150.1: U.S. Foreign Policy In the Middle East (4)
Middle Eastern Studies 150.2: The Gulf States and the Arab Spring: Vive La Revolution or Vive La Counter-Revolution? (4)
Political Science 140Z: Democracies and Dictatorships in the World and in the Middle-East (4)
Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary Studies C155: Jewish Civilization: Modern Period (4)

**South Asia**

Development Studies 150/ International and Area Studies 150.7: Globalization of India (4)
South Asian Studies 144: Islam in South Asia (4)

**United States**

African American Studies 111: Race, Class, and Gender in the United States (3)
African American Studies 137: Multicultural Communities (4)
American Studies 102.1/ History 127AC: California, the West, and the World: From Gold and Guano to Google and the New Gilded Age (4)
American Studies 139AC/ History C139C: Civil Rights and Social Movements in U.S. History (4)
Asian American Studies 124: Filipino American History (4)
Chicano Studies 161: Central American Peoples and Cultures (4)
Chicano Studies 180.3/ Ethnic Studies 190.2: Occupied America: Chicanx Oppression & Resistance from Colonization to Trump (4)
Education 186AC/ Ethnic Studies 159AC/ Geography 159AC: The Southern Border (4)
Ethnic Studies 175 - Literature from Ethnic Movements (4)
History 158C: Modern Europe: Old and New Europe, 1914-Present (4)
Native American Studies 100: Native American Law (4)
Philosophy 117AC: The Philosophy of Race, Ethnicity, and Citizenship (4)
Political Science 171: California Politics (4)
Social Welfare 150AC: Race, Ethnic Relations, and Social Welfare in the United States (3)
Sociology 111AC: Sociology of the Family (4)
Sociology 120: Economy and Society (4)
Sociology 130AC: Social Inequalities (4)
Sociology 180I: Comparative Perspectives on U.S. and European Societies: Inequality (4)
GPP MINOR DIRECTED ELECTIVE 2: SECTORS & METHODS
Fall 2017 Approved Course List

The intent of this directed elective is to train students in the specific issues and skills that are associated with different domains of poverty analysis and poverty action. Such knowledge is an integral component of both the theoretical understanding of poverty and inequality, and of the ability to act in the domain of global development.

Students may petition to count a course which is not on the approved list as their elective by submitting a Course Substitution Form to the GPP Advising Office.

**Agriculture & Rural Development**
- Anthropology 140: The Anthropology of Food (4)
- Environmental Design 100: The City: Theories and Methods in Urban Studies (4)
- Environmental Economics & Policy 141: Agricultural and Environmental Policy (4)
- Environmental Science, Policy and Management 118: Agricultural Ecology (3)
- Global Studies 123L/ Latin American Studies 150: Perspectives for Sustainable Rural Development in Latin America (4)
- International & Area Studies 150.8: Development and the Environment (4)
- Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology 166: Nutrition in the Community (3)

**Education**
- Asian American Studies 146: Asian Americans and Education (4)
- Education 131AC: Classroom Interactions in Science and Mathematics: A Focus on Equity and Urban Schools (3)
- Education 140AC: Art of Making Meaning (3)
- Education 188: Latinas/os and Education: Critical Issues and Perspectives (3)
- Education 190AC: Critical Studies in Education (4)
- Sociology 113: Sociology of Education (4)

**Energy, Resources & Sustainable Technologies**
- City Planning 119: Planning for Sustainability (3)
- Development Studies 150.2/ International & Area Studies 150.8: Development and the Environment (4)
- Energy Resources C100/ Public Policy C184: Energy and Society (4)
- Energy Resources 180: Ecological Economies in Historical Context (3)
- Environmental Design 102.1: Critical Debates in Sustainable Urbanization (4)
- Environmental Science, Policy & Management 157: Data Science in Global Change Ecology (3)
- Environmental Science, Policy & Management 161: Environmental Philosophies and Ethics (4)
- Environmental Economics & Policy C176/ Energy Resources C176/ International and Areas Studies C176: Climate Change Economics (4)
- Environmental Science, Policy & Management 169: International Environmental Politics (4)
- Undergraduate Business Administration 193B/ Letters & Science 126: Energy & Civilization (4)
Gender and Poverty
Gender and Women's Studies 102: Transnational Feminism (4)
Gender and Women's Studies 130AC: Gender, Race, Nation, and Health (4)
Gender and Women's Studies 139: Women, Gender, and Work (4)
Gender and Women's Studies 142: Women in the Muslim and Arab Worlds (4)
History 136B: Gender and Sexuality in Twentieth-Century US History (4)

Human Rights & Legal Systems
African American Studies 139.1: Criminal Justice and the Community (3)
Anthropology 157: Anthropology of Law (4)
Ethnic Studies 190AC: Inside and Beyond Walls: Migra, Masses and the Carceral State (4)
Legal Studies 103: Theories of Law and Society (4)
Legal Studies 104AC: Youth Justice and Culture (4)
Legal Studies 107: Theories of Justice (4)
Legal Studies 109: Aims and Limits of the Criminal Law (4)
Legal Studies 140: Property and Liberty (4)
Legal Studies 151: Law, Self, and Society (3)
Legal Studies 163: Adolescence, Crime and Juvenile Justice (4)
Legal Studies 170: Crime and Criminal Justice (4)
Legal Studies 158: Law and Development (4)
Legal Studies 184: Sociology of Law (4)
Peace and Conflict Studies 126: International Human Rights (4)
Political Science 150: The American Legal System (4)
Political Science 191.1: Human Rights, Global Politics, and International Law (4)
Political Science 191.4: Transitional Justice (4)

International Relations
Environmental Economics & Policy C181/ Economics C181/ Undergraduate Business Administration
118: International Trade (4)
Political Economy 101: Contemporary Theories of Political Economy (4)

International and Transnational Processes
Economics C171/Environmental Economics & Policy C151: Economic Development (4)
Global Studies 100P/ Peace and Conflict Studies 100: Approaches to Peace and Conflict (4)
Global Studies 132/ Peace and Conflict Studies 150: Conflict Resolution: Theory and Practice (3)
Political Science 123Y: International Organizations (4)
Political Science 124M: The Scientific Study of International Conflict (4)
Political Science 191.4: Transitional Justice (4)

Migration and Diaspora
Ethnic Studies 190AC: Inside and Beyond Walls: Migra, Masses and the Carceral State (4)
French 103A: The Refugee "Crisis": Itineraries and Narratives (4)
Public Health
Anthropology 115: Introduction to Medical Anthropology (4)
Asian American Studies 143AC: Asian American Health (3)
East Asian Languages 114: Illness Narratives, Vulnerable Bodies (4)
Integrative Biology 117: Medical Ethnobotany (2)
Nutritional Sciences and Toxicology 166: Nutrition in the Community (3)
Public Health 118: Nutrition in Developing Countries (3)
Public Health 150B: Introduction to Environmental Health Sciences (3)
Public Health 150D: Introduction to Health Policy & Management (3)
Public Health 181: Poverty and Population (3)
Sociology 115G: Global Health and Social Justice (4)
Undergraduate and Interdisciplinary Studies 110: Introduction to Disability Studies (3)

Public Policy
Political Science 181: Public Organization and Administration (4)
Public Health 150D: Introduction to Health Policy & Management (3)
Public Policy 101: Introduction to Public Policy Analysis (4)
Social Welfare 114: Practice in Social Work (4)

Science, Technology, & Design
Sociology 166: Society and Technology (4)
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research 191: Technology Entrepreneurship (3)

Social Entrepreneurship
History 100AC: American Business History (4)
Industrial Engineering and Operations Research 191: Technology Entrepreneurship (3)
Sociology 121: Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Social and Cultural Context (4)
Undergraduate Business Administration 107: The Social, Political, and Ethical Environment of Business (3)

Social Movements & Community Organizing
American Studies 139AC/ History C139C: Civil Rights and Social Movements in U.S. History (4)
Sociology 140: Politics and Social Change (4)
Sociology 141: Social Movements and Political Action (4)
Sociology 145L: Social Change in Latin America (4)
Undergraduate Business Administration 192AC: Social Movements and Social Media (4)

Statistical and Economic Analysis
Demography 126C/ Sociology 126C: Sex, Death and Data (4)
Economics C102/ Environmental Economics & Policy C102: Natural Resource Economics (4)
Economics 131: Public Economics (4)
Economics C171/ Environmental Economics & Policy C151: Economic Development (4)
Economics 174: Global Poverty and Impact Evaluation (4)
Environmental Economics & Policy C176/ Energy Resources C176/ International and Areas Studies C176: Climate Change Economics (4)

**Urban Poverty**
American Studies C171/Landscape Architecture C171: The American Designed Landscape since 1850 (3) City & Regional Planning C139/Political Science C139: Urban and Sub-national Politics in Developing Countries (4) City & Regional Planning 140: Urban Design: City-Building and Place-Making (4) Environmental Design 102.1: Critical Debates in Sustainable Urbanization (4)